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INTRODUCTION 

Experimental data when used with the analysis of variance must meet 

several requirements for the tests of significance to be strictly valid. References 

(1) and (2) present a thorough statement of these requirements and the consequences 

to be expected if they are not fulfilled. 

To illustrate, consider a situation in which the observations consist of  

the number of fish removed from a stream. Involved in the situation are several 

years, several periods within years, and kinds of days within periods. Let Xijs 

represent the observation in the ith year, the jth periods, and the sth day. 

The variability of Xijs can be assigned to 4 sources, namely: 

1. Variability associated with years which is equal within years but varies 

from year to year. 

2. Variability associated with periods which is equal within periods but 

varies from period to period. 

3. Variability associated with days which is equal within days but varies 

from day to day. 

4. A random element referred to as error. 

The equation for each Xijs is 

Xijs = M + ai + bj + cs + eijs 

where 

M = General mean of the population 

ai = Population mean for year (i) 

bj = Population mean for period (j) 

cs = Population mean for day ( 

eijs =Error 
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Rearranging the equation, the error for observation Xijs is 

eijs = Xijs " M r' ai _ bj _ cs 

Briefly, the requirements which experimental data must meet are as follows: 

1. Errors (eijs) must be normally distributed 

2. Errors (eijs) must be uncorrelated 
3. Errors (eijs) must form one homogeneous population 

4. Main effects under consideration must be additive 

Requirement Number 1 is not a serious restriction in that the distribution 

of errors can depart considerably from the normal distribution before the 

probabilities evaluated in the test of significance are seriously affected. In  

biological data, the possibility of correlated errors is very unlikely and can 

be safely ignored in most cases. 

Experience with past creel censuses has shown that data consisting of 

counts of fish almost always violate requirement Number 3. Fortunately, there 

are a number of transformations which will equalize the variances of creel data,  

see references (3,4,5,6,7, and 8). Also, it usually happens that the transforma-

tion which equalizes the variances also normalizes the errors and renders main 

effects additive as indicated in requirement 4. 

The tests of significance for interactions in the analysis of variance 

show whether the treatment effects are additive or not. Additivity of treatment 

effects may break down if serious changes are made in field methods without 

compensating for such changes in the analysis of the data. 

In addition to providing information as to the importance of the various 
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slain effects and interactions, the creel census data provides a means for 

estimating the total catch of fish. When the analysis of variance is made with 

transformed data, it is a somewhat involved procedure to translate the results 

back into original numbers. 

For example, when catch data are transformed to logarithms the treatment 

means and tests of significance are made in terms of the logarithms. Converting 

mean of logarithms to antilogarithms gives geometric means of the catch rather 

than arithmetic means. In evaluating the total catch, it is usually desirable 

to use the arithmetic means. Techniques for converting means of logarithms tc 

arithmetic means have been developed (reference 8); but have not been generally 

available to fishery scientists. 

It is the purpose of this report to present the details of a complete 

statistical analysis of the data obtained in a typical creel census. The proper 

transformation will be located, the analysis of variance will be made and inter-

preted, and estimates of the total catch with confidence limits will be made. 

SPECIFICATION OF DATA 

The census data to be analysed were collected under the direction of 

Mr. Leon W. Murphy as a part of an investigation of the fisheries of the Little 

Salmon River. References 9  and 10 describe the data, methods, and purposes o f  

the investigation. 

Briefly, the plan of the census for each year consisted of dividing the 

200 day season into 8 periods of 25 days each. For each period one Sunday, one 

Saturday, and one weekday was selected at random for census operations. The 3  

3iys per period for 8 periods gave a total sample of 24 days each year. Identical 
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sampling plans were used for both 1952 and 1953. 

Census data consist of counts of the total fish removed from a 24 mile 

section of the Little Salmon River for each census day. Table 1 shows a summary 

of actual catch records. 

SELECTING THE PROPER TRANSFORMATION 

The ranges in Table 1 show that the experimental errors of the data are 

related to the mean values. Chart I shows that the relationship of ranges plotted 

against means seems to approximate the straight line. As indicated in the table 

at the end of reference (8), the logarithm transformation is appropriate for 

these data. 

If the catch data had consisted of numbers of 10100 it is probable that 

the square root transformation would be indicated. In the case that some of 

the catch estimates had been zero (not missing data) the number one would ha,-

been added to all of the catches and these values would be converted to logarithms. 

Reference 5 explains the transformations. For information concerning the appro-

priate transformation to use, the reader is invited to consult references 

(5), and (8). 

Original catch data have been transformed to base 10 logarithms as presented 

in Table 2. Table 3 was formed by combining the corresponding values for the 

years. The value for period I Sunday is 1.732 1-2.869 = 4.601, and for period  

VIII Saturday 2.179 +1.699 = 3.878. 

COMPENSATING FOR MISSING VALUES 

At this stage it will be seen that each cell in Table 1 contains a number-

other than zero. For this problem, therefore, missing values are no problem 
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Table 1 

Fish Reported Caught By Days, Periods, and Years 

Sunday

1952 

Saturday Weekday Sunday 

1953 

Saturday W e ekPeriod 
      

I 54 11 65 739 188 21 

I I  496 499 93 324 146 194 

III 711 73 68 206 140 68 

IV 877 652 127 828 785 327 

V 622 490 278 874 597 210 

VI 900 215 207 334 493 174 

VII 251 64 42 245 133 73 

VIII 163 151 71 109 50 86 

Mean 509 269 119 457 316 144 

Range 846 641 236 765 735 306 
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Since the problem frequently does arise with census work it seems advisable to 

discuss it further. 

A distinction should be made between values of zero catch and missing values. 

When the random selection of days happens to pick a day that is cold and rainy 

and no fishermen. try their luck, then zero is the number of fish caught. Under 

these circumstances the zero is as good a number as any other and the analysis 

should proceed using the zero. 

When it happens, however, that a census day is missed through a planning 

error and the omission is not discovered until months after the census has been 

finished, then the problem of "missing values" is present. If a sizable number  

of data are missing, then the more complex non—orthogonal methods of analysis 

must be used. 

If only 1 or 2 items are missing, it is possible to estimate numbers which  

can be inserted into the table such that the analysis of variance can be made with 

standard procedures. The formula for estimating missing values for a randomized 

block experiment is described in references (11) and (12). 

As an illustration of the missing value technique, consider the transformed 

data for 1952 as listed in Table 2. Here it is assumed that the value 1.732  

period I Sunday was omitted as a result of accidental causes. Table 4 lists the 

data again. New row and column totals were obtained which of course excluded 

the missing value. 

The formula used to estimate the missing value as described in reference 

(11) is as follows: 
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Table 2 

Original Catch Records Transformed to Base 10 Logarithms 

           1952   1953  

Period Sun Sat Wkdy Totals Sun Sat Wkdy Tot a l  
       _  

I 1.732 1.041 1.813 4.586 2.869 2.274 1.322 6.J 5 

I I  2.696 2.698 1.968 7.362 2.510 2.164 2.288 6.962 

I I I  2.852 o.863 1.832 6.547 2.314 2.146 1.832 5.292 

IV 2.943 2.814 2.104 7.861 2.918 2.895 2.514 8.327

V 2.794 2.690 2.444 7.928 2.942 2.776 2.822 8.540 

  VI 2.954 2.332 2.316 7.602 2.524 2.693 2.240 7.457 

VII 2.400 1.806 1.623 5.829 2.389 2.124 1.863  

  VIII 2.212 2.179 1.851 6.242 2.037 1.699 1.934 5.670 

Totals  20.583 17.423 15.951 53.957 20.503 18.771 16.815 56.089 

Means  2.573 2.178 1.994 2.248 2.563 2.346 2.102 2.33- 
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Table 3 

Sums of Corresponding Values for 1952 and 1953 Catch Records 

Weekday Total MeanSaturdaSunday Period 
      
I 4.601 3.315 3.135 11.051 1.842 

II 5.206 4.862 4.256 14.324 2.38'7 

III 5.166 4.009 3.664 12.839 2.140 

IV 5.861 5.709 4.618 16.188 2.698 

V 5.736 5.466 5.266 16.468 2.745 

VI 5.478 5.025 4.556 15.059 2.510 

VII 4.789 3.930 3.486 12.205 2.031 

VIII 4.249 3.878 3.785 11.912 1.985 

Total 41.086 36.194 32.766 110.046 2.2926 

Mean 2.5679 2.2621 2.0479 2.2926 
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tT+bB —S ___ 
X (t - 1)(b - 1) 

 
where in this situation 
 

X = missing item 
 

t = number of days 
 

b = number of periods 
 

T = sum of items with same day as missing item 
 

B = sum of items with same period as missing item 
 

S = sum of all observed items 
 

The calculations for estimating the value X = 1.940 are illustrated at 

the bottom of Table 4. The estimated value X = 1.940 appears to agree very well 

with the actual value of 1.732. 
 
 

THE ANALYSIS CF IA\T IANCE 
 

Using Tables 2 and 3, the calculations for the analysis of variance were 

lade. Table 5 summarizes the analysis. 
 
 

Details of computations are as follows: 
 

(a) Correction factor C.F. _ (SX)2 = (110.046)2 = 252.294210 N
 48 

 
(b) Corrected sums of squares for total 

 
From Table 2 

 

SS = (1.732)2 + (2.696)2+•.•+(1.041)2 + (2.698)2+...+(1.863)2 (1.934)2 

= 262.356878 
 

Subtract correction factor 
 

SS - C.F. = 262.356878 - 252.294210 m 10.062668 
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(1) Ratios obtained by dividing mean squares for treatments by mean square 

for pooled interactions. 

The analysis of variance as summarized in Table 5 provides a number of 

definite conclusions. The second order interaction (Y x D x P) provides an 

estimate of experimental error to which the census data are subject. Since the 

mean squares for the 3 first order interactions (Y x D), (Y x P), (D x P) were 

numerically less than the mean square for (Y x D x P) it is obvious that none of 

the first order interactions are significant. 

As mentioned earlier these tests of significance for the first order 

interactions indicate that the main effects for years, periods, and days are 

additive. 

Since the interactions were not significant, their sums of squares and 

degrees of freedom were pooled to obtain a better estimate of the experimental 

error variance. Tests of significance for the 3 main effects were made with tie 

mean square for pooled interactions. 

The difference between years was not significant. Differences among days 

of the week were highly significant, Differences among the 8 periods were highly 

significant. 
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The antilog of .089 is 1.228. Thus although the estimated catch for 1953 

shows a 22.8% increase over the estimated catch for 1952, this difference is about 

what might be expected from chance causes and as such cannot be judged as signify- 

cant. Conversely we may not say that the difference is not real. Actually it 

may be a real increase, but our experiment is not sensitive enough to detect it.  

Another way of looking at the difference between years is that if it is 

significant statistically it is not large enough to be considered important in a 

biological sense. 

Mean catches representing the 3 days are as follows: 

Standard error 
Catch mean in 
logarithms

 

  
Sunday 2.568 .1000 

Saturday 2.2621 .1000 

Weekday 2.0479 .1000 

Among the 3 means for days there are 2 independent comparisons that can 

be made. Using the techniques for single degrees of freedom outlined in reference 

(11) the two comparisons are given in Table 6. 

In the setup of the census it was of particular interest to determine if 

the difference in mean catch between Sundays and Saturdays is real. If the 

difference were not real changes could be made in the design of future censuses 

to take advantage of the knowledge. The test of significance (Table 6) of this 

contrast indicates high significance. It is judged therefore that the difference 

between Sundays and Saturdays is real. 
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and Saturdays vs weekdays. The test of significance (Table 6) shows this difference 

to be highly significant. It is judged, therefore, that the mean catches represent-

ing the 3 kinds of days indicate differences which are judged to be real. 

Mean catches in logs for the $ periods are listed in Table 3. The analysis 

of variance indicated that differences among these means are highly significant. 

It would be possible to separate the sums of squares representing the 7 degrees 

of freedom into 7 independent contrasts. Such an exercise, however, would not 

solve the particular problems at issue and would be quite difficult to interpret. 

Actually the fishing problem concerns the possible trends among period 

means within the season. The interaction between years and periods (Y x P) was 

not significant indicating that the differences among the period means were consis-

tent over the two years and a trend within years is strongly suggested. 

The study of trends may be accomplished by regression methods. A poly-

nomial function in terms of time is fitted to the data. If any of the terms of 

the polynomial are found to be significant a time trend is indicated. 

In particular, the method of orthogonal polynomials will be used in this 

study. References (11) and (13) describe the methods and supply tables of ortho-

gonal variables. Table 7 outlines the computational procedures. 

The tests of significance (column entitled "ratio" in Table 7) show that 

terms 2 and 5 were highly significant. At this point we judge that the time trend 

among periods is real. Using the orthogonal variates and the regression coeffi- 

cents of Table 7, the $ points representing the trend of the catch in time were 

Calculated. Chart 2 plots the observed and calculated mean catches in logarithms 

for the 8 periods, The trend shown represents the mean for the two years.
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The plotted trend in Chart 2 indicates that the catch increases for each 

period until period V where the peak is reached. After period V the catch falls 

off rapidly. A study of hours of effort and numbers of fishermen present on the 

stream throughout the season would reveal if the catch peak was related to effort 

or if the fish are merely more catchable. The management of the fishery would 

depend upon the possible causes for the trend in the catch. 

 

Separate trends could have been fitted to the catches for each year separately 

In this case the difference between years was not significant and the interaction 

between years and periods (Y x P) was not significant. Under these condition;; very 

little could be gained by two charts. 

 

 

Since the first order interactions were found to be not significant it will 

not be necessary to illustrate the meaning of interactions. As mentioned earlier if 

census methods are changed without making compensating changes in the analysis; the 

result will be a significant interaction. If factors which have important effects 

on the catch are operating in the situation but are not compensated for in the 

analysis of the census data, the result again may appear as an interaction. 

 

Examples of a likely cause of interactions between years or other categories 

of the census are water temperature, air temperature, precipitation, water level, 

water flow, etc. In the planning of a census it is not possible to anticipate 

variations among these factors, but if measurements of their magnitude are recorded, 

then it is possible to eliminate their effects on the analysis by the method of 

covariance. 

 

CONVERTING FROM LOGARITHMS TO ORIGINAL SCALE 

As discussed in the introduction, it is desirable to estimate the total 

catch in the 8 periods in terms of the arithmetic mean rather than the geometric 

mean. The method by which the results of the analysis of variance made with data 
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transformed to logarithms can be converted to arithmetic means is derived in 

reference (IL). Fishery workers in general, however, will find reference 14 

somewhat difficult to follow because of the technical language. To assist in its 

understanding the important formulas and concepts will be reviewed here. 

z.

Dr. Finney discusses the logarithmic transformation as follows: "For a 

number of biological and other populations the standard error of an individual 

observation appears to be approximately proportional to the magnitude of the 

observation. In such cases the data prove more amenable to statistical treatment 

if first transformed by taking the logarithm of each observation. The distribution 

of these logarithms will then be normal". 

In Chart 1 it was found that the means and ranges for the data for the 3 

days in the 2 years approximated a linear relationship. Under these conditions 

the census data were transformed to logarithms. Although it was not made in this 

study, a statistical test of the errors would undoubtedly show them not to depart 

significantly from the normal distribution. 

It should be pointed out as described in reference (8) that when the proper 

transformation has been located it frequently equalized variances, renders errors 

normally distributed, and causes treatment effects to be additive. These latter 

considerations are important when the analysis of variance is being considered 

as the method for analysing data. 

Concerning the problem of converting the results of an analysis with trans-

formed data back to the original scale, Dr. Finney states, "Though the transformation 

of the data has many advantages from the point of view of the comparision of samples 

by the anlysis of variance, it is nevertheless important tots able to assess 
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from a sample the mean of the untransformed population. The result of transforming 

back the mean of the logarithms is to obtain the geometric mean of the original 

sample, which will tend to underestimate the arithmetic mean of the population. 

The arithmetic mean of the sample, on the other hand, provides a consistent estimate 

of the population mean but this is not of full efficiency. Similarly, the variance 

of the untransformed population will not be efficiently estimated by the variance 

of the original sample." 

In other words, if the data must be transformed to be properly used with the 

analysis of variance, then the transformation cannot be ignored in makeing estimates 

of untransformed means, totals and standard deviations without losing information, 

To convert means in logarithms to means in the original scale, Dr. Finney 

derives the following equation: 

m = mean in original arithmetic scale 

7 =  mean of logarithms (base e) 

s = standard deviation in logarithms (base e) 

n number of observations 

e = Naperian logarithm base (2.71828) 

The above formula assumes that data are analysed in terms of base e 

logarithms rather than base 10 logarithms. For most fishery situations the term: in 

the bracket may be safely ignored. 

From reference (15) the terms in the bracket are dropped and constants are 

changed to base 10 logarithms giving the conversion equation 
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At first glance one might believe that a range of 30.200 to 48,000 fish 

indicates that the data are too variable to be of much use to the fishery scientist. 

Actually, however, variation in the catch over these limits would probably not be 

noticed unless it was consistent over a number of years. If it were consistent 

over a number of years the census would easily detect it as more data became avail-

able. 
 

If it is desired to reduce the variability of the catch records two avenues 

may be followed. First the standard deviation can be halved by increasing the 

number of census days by 4. That is instead of one Sunday, one Saturday, and one 

weekday for each period, four Sundays, four Saturdays and 4 weekdays could be taken. 

An investigation of the precision of the census relative to the precision and number 

of the different kinds of days might indicate a better combination of days than was 

used. Further work is planned along these lines. 
 

A second avenue for increasing the precision of the census would be to test 
 

the effect of concomitant factors on the catch. Such factors as weather, temperature; 

water flows and fish planting schedules might have an important effect on the catch, 
 

By including these factors in the analysis of ee ar°iance, it is possible that 

the overall variability could be significantly reduced without additional field 

work. Work along these lines is being studied in connection with other censuses. 
 
 

Daniel R. Embody 
Consulting Statistician 

 
June 2. 1952 
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